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Transform-limited spectral compression due to self-phase
modulation in fibers
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We demonstrate near-transform-limited pulse generation through spectral compression arising from nonlinear
propagation of negatively chirped pulses in optical f iber. The output pulse intensity and phase were quantified
by use of second-harmonic generation frequency-resolved optical gating. Spectral compression from 8.4 to
2.4 nm was obtained. Furthermore, the phase of the spectrally compressed pulse was found to be constant
over the spectral and temporal envelopes, which is indicative of a transform-limited pulse. Good agreement
was found between the experimental results and numerical pulse-propagation studies.  2000 Optical Society
of America

OCIS codes: 060.4370, 320.1590, 320.7100, 320.5540, 320.2250.
Self-phase modulation (SPM) in optical fiber is ordi-
narily associated with spectral broadening of an ultra-
short optical pulse. However, for appropriate initial
conditions of the input pulse, SPM can result in sig-
nificant spectral compression. Indeed, SPM causes
spectral compression or broadening depending on the
initial frequency modulation (chirp) of the pulse electric
field, E�t�. Specifically, a negatively chirped pulse is
compressed by the effects of SPM.1 We use the term
spectral compression to stress that for a negatively
chirped pulse SPM transfers pulse energy to spec-
tral components that are closer to the center wave-
length without energy loss. Applications of spectral
compression include the low-loss generation of �1-ps
transform-limited pulses from �100-fs pulses and the
use of these spectrally compressed pulses in fiber
links.2,3 Although it has been suggested that SPM
can be used to generate a longer-duration transform-
limited pulse4 from a short pulse source, to date
researchers have not reported on the phase behav-
ior of the compressed pulse. We have quantified the
transform-limited nature of the spectrally compressed
pulses by assessing the pulse intensity and phase. An
initially negatively chirped pulse is characterized be-
fore and after propagation through single-mode fiber
(SMF) in the normal group-velocity dispersion region.
We demonstrate a spectral compression ratio of 4 to
1, with a resultant phase that is constant over the
pulse envelope. Furthermore, our numerical investi-
gation is in good agreement with the experimental
observations.

The effect of SPM is to redistribute the pulse en-
ergy to different spectral components. The origin
of this redistribution is the intensity-dependent non-
linear phase shift wNL�t� ~ jE�t�j2. The result of this
nonlinear phase shift, in silica, is a frequency down-
shift �dv , 0� in the leading edge of the pulse and an
upshift �dv . 0� in the trailing edge.5 Specifically,

dv�t� � 2
≠wNL

≠t
~ 2

≠

≠t
jE�t�j2. (1)
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Thus the effect of SPM is dependent on the sign of
the initial chirp. Negatively chirped pulses, where the
long and the short wavelengths are in the trailing
and the leading edges, respectively, are spectrally com-
pressed, since both the long and the short wavelengths
are shifted toward the center wavelength �l0�. Spec-
tral broadening occurs for pulses that are positively
chirped or transform limited. It is therefore important
to know the initial chirp if the effects of SPM are to
be predicted. We employ second-harmonic-generation
frequency-resolved optical gating6 to determine the
pulse intensity and phase.

The initial sech2 pulse was generated by a mode-
locked Ti:sapphire laser at l0 � 810 nm. The pulse
duration was 110 fs (FWHM), with a time–bandwidth
product of 0.34. We created the negative chirp by
first propagating the pulse through a double-pass
SF-10 prism-pair geometry7 [Fig. 1(a)]. The nega-
tively chirped pulse was then coupled into 0.5 m of
SMF that served as the source of SPM. An amplitude
and phase assessment was made by use of frequency-
resolved optical gating (FROG) on (i) the initial laser
pulse (location @), (ii) the negatively chirped pulse (lo-
cation A), and (iii) the spectrally compressed pulse (lo-
cation C).

We characterized the negative chirp before the
fiber and determined that for Lp � 3 m the pulse
was strongly chirped with a temporal FWHM of
665 fs. The spectral phase was retrieved by the
FROG algorithm and fitted to a Taylor series ex-
pansion including quadratic �w2 � d2w�dv2jv0 � and
cubic �w3 � d3w�dv3jv0 � phase-distortion terms. The
rms error G between the normalized experimental
spectrogram and the retrieved FROG spectrogram was
very small, typically G � 0.0022. Although the sign
of the observed chirp is ambiguous for SHG FROG, we
also observed the expected linear dependence of the
magnitude of the linear chirp on the prism separation.
This dependence, together with the observation of en-
hanced compression with increasing prism separation,
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Fig. 1. (a) Experimental spectral compression setup,
showing the prism separation of Lp � 3 m. Pulse char-
acterization was performed at locations @, A, and C.
(b) Measured FROG spectrogram after the prism pair and
the SMF (location C). Spectral compression increases
near-zero delay resulting from larger SPM at higher inten-
sities. Average power in the fiber was 70 mW (8400-W
peak power).

confirms the existence of the expected negative chirp.
The phase distortion measured after the prism pair
was w2 � 230, 600 fs2 and w3 � 279, 100 fs3. These
values compare well with the calculated phase
distortion imposed by the isolated prism-pair ge-
ometry,7 which is w2, cal � 245, 000 fs2 and w3, cal �
2102, 000 fs3. The smaller measured phase distortion
results mostly from the positive w2 and w3 of the ex-
perimental optics. The near-transform-limited initial
pulse exhibited a small phase distortion, typically
w2 � 1120 fs2 and w3 � 12000 fs3.

The negatively chirped pulse was then spectrally
compressed in 0.5 m of SMF (location C; Fig. 1). The
pulse-power dependence of the compression was inves-
tigated by use of both FROG and separate spectral
measurements. The average power at the SMF out-
put was varied from 5 to 70 mW by attenuation at the
fiber input. A FROG spectrogram for 70-mW average
power is shown in Fig. 1(b). The SHG spectral width
can be seen to narrow near-zero delay resulting from
the enhanced SPM at higher intensities. The funda-
mental spectral FWHM (time integrated) was 2.5 nm,
and the temporal FWHM was 946 fs �G � 0.007�. We
note that the retrieved phase revealed significant posi-
tive chirp. Thus at 70-mW average power the total
SPM was in excess of that needed to compensate for
the initial negative chirp. At 40 mW the resultant
phase distortion was near minimum, producing a near-
transform-limited pulse. Indeed, significant spectral
compression occurred for powers greater than 25 mW
(Fig. 2). Spectra at these powers also show structure
and a slight asymmetry, which we associate with the
cubic phase distortion produced by the prism pair.
The retrieved spectrum, temporal intensity, and
corresponding phase are shown in Fig. 3 for 40-mW
average power. The initial spectral FWHM of 8.4 nm
is compressed to 2.4 nm, and the temporal FWHM
broadens from 110 to 600 fs. Importantly, the phase
is constant over the FWHM of the spectrum, which
is indicative of a transform-limited pulse. We note
that the temporal FWHM of the negatively chirped
pulse (measured at location A) remains essentially
unchanged after spectral compression, although the

Fig. 2. Observed spectra measured at location C for in-
creasing average power. Inset, spectral FWHM versus av-
erage power.

Fig. 3. Retrieved intensity and phase: (a) temporal and
(b) spectral for an average power of 40 mW measured at lo-
cation C (FROG error of G � 0.0027). The phase over the
temporal and spectral FWHM is free of significant distor-
tion. The initial sech2 pulse temporal and spectral inten-
sity (location @) is shown for comparison (thin curves).
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Fig. 4. Numerical solution where Ep�v� was calculated
with the measured phase distortions w2 and w3. The
experimentally measured spectrum is shown to be very
similar to it. Note that the measured spectrum is nearly
identical to the FROG retrieved spectrum of Fig. 3.

pulse shape becomes somewhat asymmetric owing to
the residual phase distortion.

The propagation of an ultrashort pulse through SMF
is theoretically described by the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (NLSE).5 The NLSE accounts for the effects
of material absorption, group-velocity dispersion, and
optical nonlinearity owing to propagation through the
fiber. To verify the experimental results we solved
the NLSE for propagation through the prism pair and
the SMF, using the split-step Fourier method.5 The
resultant electric field from the prism pair Ep�v� was
first calculated with

Ep�v� � F �E0 sech�t�t0��exp�i�w2v2�2 1 w3v
3�6�� ,

(2)

where E0 sech�t�t0� is the initial electric field and F
denotes the Fourier transform. The experimental val-
ues of w2 and w3 were used in Eq. (2). The inverse
Fourier transform was then used to generate Ep�t�,
which was used as the input for the split-step Fourier
method. The calculated intensity jEp�t�j2 compares
well with the experimental intensity at location A.
The NLSE was solved for pulse propagation through
0.5 m of SMF with a spatial step size of 100 mm. The
NLSE included quadratic �b2� and cubic �b3� group-
velocity dispersion calculated from the manufacturer’s
dispersion parameters.8 The effect of third-order non-
linearity (SPM) was contained in the nonlinear re-
fractive index �n2 � 3.2 3 10220 m2�W�; higher-order
nonlinearities and material absorption were assumed
to be negligible owing to the short length of fiber.
We chose the spatial step size to ensure conserva-
tion of pulse energy. The final pulse energy was
within 5 3 1025% of the initial energy for the cho-
sen spatial step. A comparison of the calculated and
the measured spectra for an average power of 40 mW
(4800-W peak power) is shown in Fig. 4. Importantly,
the directly measured spectrum of Fig. 4 is nearly
identical to the retrieved spectrum of Fig. 3. The
spectral FWHM calculated by the split-step Fourier
method was 2.89 nm, compared with the measured
FWHM of 2.4 nm. The numerical phase compared
well with the retrieved phase and was also constant
over the pulse FWHM. Note that, if Ep�v� is cal-
culated with w2, cal and w3, cal instead, the numerical
spectrum does not compare well with the experimen-
tal spectrum. This illustrates the sensitivity of the
spectral compression to the degree of initial nega-
tive chirp. Our central results are not altered by the
dispersion of the short fiber. However, the compres-
sion performance is ultimately limited by the disper-
sion and its interplay with SPM.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ability to
spectrally compress ultrashort pulses with commensu-
rate temporal broadening to produce longer pulses with
constant phase over the field envelope. This ability is
clearly illustrated by the results from the spectral and
the FROG measurements. The numerical solution to
the NLSE is in good agreement with our experiment
results.

S. E. Ralph’s e-mail address is stephen.ralph@
ece.gatech.edu.
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